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Short Description

For the most demanding gamers and games Ozone introduces its professional gaming headset STRATO. The name Strato comes
from stratosphere which is where ozone is highly concentrated, the same way Ozone engineers concentrated their efforts in
making the most complete gaming headset possible. With high quality 5.1 surround sound, customizable software and an ultra-
comfortable design, STRATO is great gaming tool to bring your game performance to the next level.

The five separated sound channels allow you to differentiate sound from each direction allowing you to locate your opponents
easily by the noise they make. STRATO�s software allows the user to set-up virtually everything on your headset, from audio in
channels to audio out, reverb settings and equalization, where you create your own EQ profiles. Our designers took special care on
the designs aspects related to comfort and usability.

Leather ear cushions are used to increase the comfort during prolonged gaming sessions. Its flexible mic extension allows user to
change the mic's position in a second. The in-line controller allows you to maintain full control of all separated sound channels as
well as the microphone. Its unique foldable design allows you to bring STRATO with you anywhere saving space and protecting
your headset from damage.

Description

Product Details:
For the most demanding gamers and games Ozone introduces its professional gaming headset STRATO. The name Strato comes
from stratosphere which is where ozone is highly concentrated, the same way Ozone engineers concentrated their efforts in
making the most complete gaming headset possible. With high quality 5.1 surround sound, customizable software and an ultra-
comfortable design, STRATO is great gaming tool to bring your game performance to the next level.

The five separated sound channels allow you to differentiate sound from each direction allowing you to locate your opponents
easily by the noise they make. STRATO�s software allows the user to set-up virtually everything on your headset, from audio in
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channels to audio out, reverb settings and equalization, where you create your own EQ profiles. Our designers took special care on
the designs aspects related to comfort and usability.

Leather ear cushions are used to increase the comfort during prolonged gaming sessions. Its flexible mic extension allows user to
change the mic's position in a second. The in-line controller allows you to maintain full control of all separated sound channels as
well as the microphone. Its unique foldable design allows you to bring STRATO with you anywhere saving space and protecting
your headset from damage.

 

Features

Microphone

Mic dimensions: ø9.7mm x 5.0mm
Sensitivity: -39dB±dB
Directivity: Unidirectional
Impedance: 2.2KΩ

Controller Functions

Main volume control; Single Volume control: rear, front, centre, subwoofer; mic On/Off

Specifications

System Requirements

IBM compatible PC; CD-ROM drive; Operating System: Windows 2000/XP/Vista; Connection port: USB;
Minimum hard drive space: 5.5MB  

 

Additional Information

Brand Ozone Gaming

SKU OZSTRATO-D

Weight 4.0000

Special Price $63.71
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